
 

 

COST Action CA19131: "Europe Through Textiles: Network for an integrated and 

interdisciplinary Humanities" 

Management Committee Meeting Minutes 

May 19, 2022, 15:00 CET 

Hybrid, 73036 Muro Leccese, Italy 

Palazzo del Principe, 73036 Muro Leccese, Italy 

  

1.  Welcome to participants by the Action Chair, Agata Ulanowska [PL]. 

 

Verification of the quorum. 21 (marked by underlining) out of 32 of the Participating COST 

Countries were represented at the Meeting at a time (22 countries required for quorum were not 

present together): 

 

 Albania [AL],  Austria [AT],  Belgium [BE],  Bosnia and Herzegovina [BA];  Croatia 

[HR],  Czech Republic [CZ],   Denmark [DK],  Estonia [EE],  Finland [FI],  France 

[FR],  Germany [DE],  Greece [EL],  Hungary [HU],  Iceland [IS],  Ireland [IE], 

  Israel [IL],  Italy [IT],  Latvia [LV],  Lithuania [LT],  Malta [MT],  Netherlands [NL], 

 North Macedonia [MK],  Norway [NO],   Poland [PL],  Portugal [PT],   Romania [RO], 

 Serbia [RS],  Slovakia [SK],   Spain [ES],   Sweden [SE],  Switzerland [CH], 

  Turkey [TR],  United Kingdom [UK]. 

 

If not specified otherwise, all matters have been approved by the participants. These decisions, 

however, are not valid due to the lack of quorum. Additional e-voting through the e-COST platform 

is required. 

 

Adoption of agenda: agenda approved. 

 

2.  Information to the MC by the Action Chair 

 

a) Recap of the minutes of the last meeting, e-votes and matters arising since the last 

meeting 

 

All minutes are available on the EuroWeb website: https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/euroweb-repository/ 

 

Since we failed to reach a quorum at the last MC meeting (November 25th 2021), several decisions 

were made through e-voting (see the attached slide 2 prepared by Agata Ulanowska, PL). With 

these, we have adopted the structure of our Action to the Annotated Rules by forming the Grant 

Awarding Coordinator (with Riina Rammo, FI) and Grant Evaluation Committee (with Riina 

Rammo, FI, Cécile Michel, FR – vice-coordinator, Hana Lukesova, NO – VM grants, Maria 

Emanuela Alberti, IT, and Agata Ulanowska, PL), we have updated the working budget plan with 

the new events, and accepted new MC and WG members. We have also decided to delegate to 

the Core Group (with the WG leaders) the evaluation of new applications for the WGs. 

 

b) Core Croup: report from the Core Group, including delegated decisions 

 

CG approves the WG applications. There have been 30 applications in the recent weeks, within 

which only three from male applicants. Grant Evaluation Committee evaluates grants. Hitherto, 

four grants have been accepted (see point 3c below). 

 

https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/euroweb-repository/


 

 

Please note that any issues with the e-COST registration have to be reported to E-COST 

helpdesk, not to the Action Chair. 

 

c) Action Membership: New Specific Organisations and COST Members represented in the 

MC 

 

New member countries: Georgia and Ukraine (albeit not in our action yet). No NCs at the 

moment, but they may join by applying for WGs via e-COST platform. 

 

Any potential cooperation with Russia is suspended until further notice. 

 

With the NCs nominations, the nominated members may still be rejected within a month’s time.  
WGs applications are handled by the Action Chair on a monthly basis (30 new applications until 

now). 

 

 

    d) Action Participation: WG membership and applications, New MC members/Observers 

       and provisional substitution 

 

New applications MC:  

NC nomination from Serbia (already approved for WG): Anica DRAGANIĆ [RS], architectural 

historian and conservator, currently Associate Professor at the University of Novi Sad, Serbia. She 

received her PhD in Industrial Heritage Preservation from the University of Belgrade with a 

dissertation on Austro-Hungarian historical breweries. Her work focuses on tangible and intangible 

industrial heritage, with particular emphasis on identity issues in the intercultural context of Central 

Europe. 

 

New applications WG: 

Sara GONGI [TN], WG: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, textile engineer. 

Rachele Pierini [DK], WG: 3, Mycenaean philologist, MCS fellow at the CTR, Copenhagen. 

 

There are applications also for WG 5 (i.e. Internal and External Communication and Short Term 

Scientific Missions [STSM]) and WG 6 (Management and Training). Action Chair suggests that 

Francisco Gomes [PT] and Riina Rammo [FI] delegate tasks also to these new members.  

 

Provisional substitution: 

Section 3.2 of the COST Annotated Rules (https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/wp-

content/uploads/2022/03/COST-094-21-Annotated-Rules-for-COST-Actions-Level-C-2022-02-

15.pdf) regulates the nomination of substitutes of MC members: 

The substitute shall be appointed among the Working Group (WG) members affiliated in the 

same COST Member or Specific Organisation. The nomination shall take place through a proxy. 

A proxy may not be provided for an unlimited duration and shall be limited to a maximum of six 

months. The proxy shall be brought to the attention of the Responsible for nomination of 

the relevant COST Member or Specific Organisation and of the Action Chair 

 

First of all, the person should be a WG member. Second, the proxy should be brought to the 

attention of the CNC. The “substitution” of the MC member is only related to the MC meeting where 

decisions are taken. 

 

 

https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COST-094-21-Annotated-Rules-for-COST-Actions-Level-C-2022-02-15.pdf
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COST-094-21-Annotated-Rules-for-COST-Actions-Level-C-2022-02-15.pdf
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/COST-094-21-Annotated-Rules-for-COST-Actions-Level-C-2022-02-15.pdf


 

 

d) Budget status: summary from the Grant Holder 

 

For the summary, consult slides 3 and 4. Please note that the costs of the first in-person meetings 

are not yet included in the budget. 

 

For a better organisation and allocation of money, additional regulations for scheduling budget 

money need to be set. A two week deadline for accepting the invitation for the EuroWeb 

event, the last one for voting, is proposed to be established. This will enable the organisers 

to plan their budget in advance and on the basis of confirmed number of participants. Since our 

Action is huge, with 32 participating countries, it is suggested to consider reimbursing the 

attendance of only one MC participant per country (only WG members will be eligible for such 

reimbursement). This issue is not yet submitted for voting. 

 

    f) Update from the COST Association 

None, representative is absent. 

 

3. Follow up and discussion on the  

a) Action management: structure, leadership positions and other supporting roles. 

Not discussed. 

 

b) Implementation of the COST Excellence and Inclusiveness Policy 

 

It is difficult to control the gender balance policy with regard to the NCs nominations. Also, 

among the WG, there is no gender balance among the applicants, since we only had three male 

applicants within the last 30 WG applications. 

 

We aim at benefiting more from the ITC research environment and integrating ITC participants in 

in person meetings. Since this Grant Period, Greece has joint the ITCs. 

 

We have implemented a mentoring programme, with Mary Harlow [UK], Susanne Lervad [DK] 

(https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/mentoring-scholarships-for-phd-

students-and-early-career-scholars-call-for-applications/), career training with Marie-Louise 

Nosch is planned. 

Exclusion based on the language is one of the main topics for this Grant period. 

 

c) Grant Awarding by the Action  

 

Until now, four grant applications have been submitted (see slide 5). It is suggested to be more 

flexible with grants in the future and aim for VMGs and Dissemination CGs in the second half of 

Grant Period. This should enable the use of any resources remaining from the first half of Grant 

Period, which should host the majority of in-person meetings and activities.  

 

Call for Virtual Mobility Grants 2022 is now open. There are up to six grants of EUR 1500 each. 

Planned activities have to be performed by September 30th 2022. The deadline for sending  

applications is May 31st 2022. Detailed information: https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-

and-research/now-open-call-for-virtual-mobility-grants-2022/ 

 

 

 

 

https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/mentoring-scholarships-for-phd-students-and-early-career-scholars-call-for-applications/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/mentoring-scholarships-for-phd-students-and-early-career-scholars-call-for-applications/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/now-open-call-for-virtual-mobility-grants-2022/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/now-open-call-for-virtual-mobility-grants-2022/


 

 

d) Progress of each working group 

 

Many events have taken place in the last few months and each WG has been very active (see 

slide 7). The works on the EuroWeb Anthology are also progressing. Several paper ideas were 

proposed, a few after the “Theoretical Concepts on Dress and Identity, Visual Codes in Prehistoric 

and Historic Societies” workshop in Vienna (April 2022). 

 

WG leaders presentations: Catarina Costeira [PT] for the Digital Atlas group: 

Progress with database structure and workflow is reported. Alina Iancu [RO] has successfully 

entered and recently made several tests on the data from Romania. Members will now be invited 

to enter data from their countries/regions of interest. Next, front-end with data presentation, 

as well as the portal’s features will be decided on. 
Please feel free to contact Catarina Costeira and Alina Iancu through 

eurowebdigitalatlas@gmail.com to discuss data import and other aspects of the DA. An idea 

supported by the Action Chair is that the WGs or country teams could instruct and organise 

the entering of data among their members. 

Alina Iancu and Catarina Costeira have also organised a workshop in Copenhagen (“The EuroWeb 

Digital Atlas of European Textile Heritage: Recent development and future outcomes”) related to 

the subject. All details are available on our Slack under #digitalatlas on Wednesday, May 11th 

2022 files (https://euroweb-cost.slack.com/). 

 

e) Progress on MoU Objectives, WG tasks, deliverables, and Goals for the current GP 

 

For a detailed outline, please consult slide 8 of the attached presentation. In the future more focus 

should be placed on the Action’s stakeholders, especially on how to identify them and reach out 

to them. 

 

4. Planning 

a) Revision of Work and Budget Plan of the current GP (see slide 9) 

 

EuroWeb will be showcased during The Festival of the New European Bauhaus organised by 

the European Commission on 9th – 12th June 2022 in Brussels, Belgium (https://europa.eu/new-

european-bauhaus/get-involved/festival_en), a cultural “branch” of the European Green New Deal. 
It is a strategic event for COST that focuses on the aesthetics, sustainability and community 

building – subjects well related to our Action. EuroWeb has been registered to participate by 

Francisco B. Gomes [PT] and successfully selected from c. 350 applications. The project will be 

presented on the spot on June 10th and 11th. Three major components of the Festival (The Fair, 

The Fest, The Forum) will enable us to reach wider public, especially new and different 

stakeholders, which is one of our Action’s main goals. EuroWeb will be provided a dedicated space 

to display materials, such as fibres, dyes, etc., as well as showcase videos. Members are thus 

invited to submit 1-2 min. videos on EuroWeb, WGs, DA, Anthology, as well as on their individual 

research projects and topics. 

 

COST Action organised a meeting around The New European Bauhaus Initiative. Two EuroWeb 

participants will be reimbursed by COST and one participant will be reimbursed up to EUR 

1000 by the Action. This decision will be approved by e-vote. 

 

 

 

 

https://euroweb-cost.slack.com/
https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/get-involved/festival_en
https://europa.eu/new-european-bauhaus/get-involved/festival_en


 

 

b) Draft plans for the following GP(s)  

 

Several events and initiatives have already been planned (see slide 10). Among them are: 

- The 'Interwoven Societies' Conference organised by Angela Huang [DE] and Joana Sequeira 

[PT], to be held on 14th – 17th November 2022 in Lübeck [DE] and hosted by the European 

Hansemuseum (https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-

interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/); 

- Call for Papers for the Special Number of “Heritage Science” edited by Christina Margariti [EL], 

Hana Lukesova [NO] and Francisco B. Gomes [PT] (https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-

and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-

de-deadline-extended/); 

- The proposed “Textiles and War” conference (Bucharest, Romania) and the “Hands-on approach 

to textile tools workshop” (Malia, Crete, Greece) – both working titles. 

 

Two new ideas include: 

- To focus more on traditional textiles and clothing/garments in the Action, perhaps through a 

workshop/meeting/training school. This initiative is a result of the “Theoretical Concepts on Dress 
and Identity, Visual Codes in Prehistoric and Historic Societies” workshop in Vienna (April 2022) 

and Romania has volunteered to organise this; 

- To explore the theme of textiles and body, which recurs in many meetings/activities, and 

especially to study the body techniques of the craftspeople through, e.g., recordings. More 

specific idea will be formed soon by Francisco B. Gomes [PT] and Magdalena Woźniak  [PL]. 
 

c) Upcoming activities 

 

Location and date of next meeting: October 21st 2022, Athens, Greece (online). 

 

It is proposed to hold one in-person MC meeting per year, while any additional ones should be 

organised online. 

 

5. Any Other Business 

 

The questions regarded:  

 the possibility of organising a workshop on editing of recordings, to facilitate the production 

of videos (rendering of videos takes considerable amount of time – in this case, looking 

for professional help/outsource services could be a better solution); payments for such 

recordings on craft (recording services can be reimbursed by the Action, but not 

craftspeople).  

 After consideration of the costs, a professional pilot recording session could be organised 

in Portugal by Francisco B. Gomes and Joana Sequeira. Such videos could be uploaded 

to the EuroWeb site and YT.  

 Otherwise, less professional recordings made by the members could be uploaded to the 

Action’s You Tube channel. Additionally, meetings with craftspeople, e.g. for traditional 

textiles workshop, could be organised in Romania with the help of the local team. 

 Adnan Mazari from the Technical University of Liberec (CZ) declared that the University is 

open for collaboration. It invites students and staff for short term scientific programs, as 

well as offers space for the organisation of workshops and conferences. 

 

 

 

https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/
https://euroweb.uw.edu.pl/news/members-and-research/call-for-papers-interwoven-societies-international-euroweb-conference-in-lubeck-de-deadline-extended/


 

 

6. Summary of MC decisions 

None, as this meeting’s decisions are not valid. 
 

7. Closing: 16.08 

 

 

Minutes: Katarzyna Żebrowska, University of Warsaw, Poland.  

 

Attachments: Presentation “2nd Management Committee Meeting (Hybrid) in the 2nd Grant Period” 
by Action Chair Agata Ulanowska [PL]. 



2nd Management Committee Meeting Hybrid

in the 2nd Grant Period 

18th May 2022

Action Chair: Agata Ulanowska, PL

EuroWeb. Europe Through Textiles: 

Network for an integrated and interdisciplinary 
Humanities, CA 19131
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EuroWeb e-votes
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EuroWeb. Europe Through Textiles, CA 19131 
Working Budget Plan – last MC Meeting updates

Networking tools Title Date
Budget 

plan

Type of 

meeting

Workshops and 

conferences/ MC/ WGs 

Meetings

From the Household to the Factory: Modes and 

Contexts of Textile Production in Pre-Industrial 

Societies/ MC Meeting 25-26 Nov 2021 0 Online

Towards Creating a EuroWeb Platform for Textile 

and Clothing Terminologies 11 Apr 2022 3650 Online

Iron Age Textile Production, Consumption and 

Trade/ MC Meeting 19-21 May 2022 21900 Muro Leccese

Workshop on Textiles and Toponyms

29 Jun-1 Jul 

2022 16530 Braga

Purpureae Vestes/ MC Meeting 2 Oct 2022 21900 Athens

Training schools

Training School on Embroidery 16-18 May 2022 15840 Muro Leccese

First Aid, Analysis and Documentation of 

Excavated/Archaeological Textiles

29 Aug-2 Sept 

2022 14300

Copenhagen and 

Leire

STSM 6 x 3000 EUR 18000

ITCs Conference Grants 6 x 2500 EUR 15000

Dissemination
National Survey Brochure 1800

Gender and Inclusiveness and Communication 

Surveys
1000

EuroWeb Tapestry Woven Logo 1500

Multimedia - sensory recording of weaving 5580

Books Advanced Analytical Techniques for Textiles 4000

King Milutin and the Palaeologan Age 2000

Funerary Textiles 2000

Textiles and Seals 1720

Digital Atlas Development and maintenance 2300

OERSA 200

FSAC = 15% 22383

Together 173603

Virtual Mobility Grants (3 to 6)

Virtual Networking Support Grant (1)

Dissemination Conference Grants (4)

Theoretical Concepts on Dress and Identity, 
Visual Codes in Prehistoric and Historic 
Societies, workshop in Vienna, 25-27 Apr 2022

ECIs meeting and a mentoring day, date and 
place to be fixed
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Action budget status
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Type of grant Working Budget Plan Working Budget Plan Updated

STSM 6 x 3000 EUR 1 x 3000 EUR + 2 x 3500 EUR

ITC CG 6 x 2500 3 x 2000 EUR

VMG 0 6 x 1500 EUR

Dissemination CG 0 4 x 2000 EUR

Grants
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Announced call
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News and Events
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EuroWeb. Europe Through Textiles, CA 19131 
MoU objectives and 2nd Grant Period Goals

1) To bring together COST members with textile research 

communities and enhance their communication and collaboration. 

To initiate shared, collaborative research projects. 

2) To engage scholars from several disciplines in the Humanities 

together with professions outside academia and co-create 

transdisciplinary results.

3) To benefit from the small but excellent research environments in 

ITCs and learn from their craft traditions, a unique European 

cultural heritage. Training of ECIs from ITC will promote this cultural 

heritage. Career workshops will target ECI from ITC. 

4) Promote and mentor ECIs, especially from the ITCs, training and 

STSM. Target is 16 STSM and 25 training schools and workshops. 

5) Co-create new tools for textile research: The interactive EuroWeb 

Digital Textile Atlas co-created by 20+ scholars, and 50+ 

specialised open access publications on textiles and dress.

6) Co-create a trans-European scheme, transfer of knowledge 

between universities, museums, design schools, and independent 

craftspeople, designers. Target by 2024: 250+ scholars and 

practitioners.

1) To strengthen the networking of individual Working Groups, Digital Atlas 

and EuroWeb Anthology teams, to promote networking across the Action's 

WGs.

2) To develop training activities, especially the ones based on in-person 

meetings and networking. To master tools for online/hybrid training, as the 

ones providing high inclusiveness and allowing large audiences with 

participants outside the EuroWeb Action.

3) To implement and develop mentoring and promotion of ECIs, especially 

via STSM and Conference Grants. To integrate the ECIs better with the 

mainstream EuroWeb research.

4) To benefit more from the ITC research environment, to integrate the ITC 

participants better in in-person meetings, e.g. via the CG.

5) To develop the digital networking tools, to strengthen the transfer of 

knowledge between different institutions and individuals, such as 

craftspeople.

6) To broaden dissemination of the EuroWeb results via publications and 

online activities, to develop an Open Access mode for communication of 

Action's results.

7) To monitor and diagnose the gender-balance and inclusiveness in the 

EuroWeb action.

2020-2024 2021-2022
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Working budget plan update

 2 EuroWeb participants 
reimbursed by the COST

 1 EuroWeb participant 
reimbursed by the Action: 
+1000 EUR
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Draft plans for the following Grant Period

Textiles and War 

conference, 

Bucharest, Romania

Hands-on approach to 

textile tools workshop, 

Malia, Crete



Next MC Meetinng: 
Athens – online 

21st October 2022


